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Part 10 - Mrs. Lendor’s calendar was full at that time with a fake meeting 

 

Mr. Ebokem’s May 5, 2022 and May 26, 2022 affidavits are false 

1- In 2022. Lendor commissioned three false as well as null and void affidavits for Mr. 

Ebokem, the first one on January 27, 2022, the second one on May 5, 2022 and the 

third one on May 26, 2022. 

Document 9 – Mr. Ebokem’s May 5, 2022 affidavit 

Document 1 – Mr. Ebokem’s May 26, 2022 affidavit  

Document 44 – Mr. Ebokem’s January 27, 2022 affidavit 
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2- They are false for more than one reason. The first reason is that they state that Mr. 

Ebokem is living in Ontario while he is living in Quebec. See Part 9 – Where in the 

world is Carmen Sandiego? 

3- The second reason is that they state that Miranda Tabi was Mr. Ebokem’s spouse, on 

March 14, 2019, the day she died in the Critical Care Unit of the General Hospital. The 

repetition of a false statement does not make it true. 

4- Mr. Ebokem fabricated evidence of a reconciliation and marriage, on March 10, 2019, 

four days before Miranda Tabi. Impersonating Miranda Tabi, he informed the world, 

in fact the people who look at Miranda Tabi’s Facebook page, about Miranda’s 

marriage. 
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Document 55 – March 10, 2019 Facebook Marriage 

 

5- The May 5, 2022 affidavit and the May 26, 2022 affidavit are also false because they 

reiterate the false story of a personal and professional relationship between Mr. Bluteau 

and Mr. Ebokem, which had been invented in Mr. Ebokem October 22, 2019 affidavit. 

See Parts 3 to 6. 

Document 8 - Mrs. Allen-Macartney’s October 21, 2019 affidavit 

Document 3- Mr. Ebokem’s October 22, 2019 affidavit 
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6- Mrs. Lendor shamelessly used the false story that Mr. Bluteau was Mr. Ebokem’s 

lawyer in early 2019 when she knew the story was false because she was Mr. Ebokem’s 

lawyer at the time.  

7- These lies made by Mr. Ebokem and Mrs. Lendor have been debunked in Parts 2-9. 

8- Three years after the relevant facts and after his false and counterfeited October 22, 

2019 affidavit, Mr. Ebokem is inventing a fake meeting on or around March 23, 2019. 

9- Mr. Ebokem and Mrs. Lendor seem to believe that Mr. Bluteau is suffering from 

advanced senile dementia to prepare and file Mr. Ebokem’s May 5, 2022 affidavit. 

10- Mr. Bluteau, who, by choice, was not on the record, filed, on May 19, 2022, an affidavit 

debunking this lie, among others.  

11- He had been made in fact by Mrs. Lendor a party to the litigation, insofar as his status 

was concerned, and the most efficient way to defend himself was to produce an 

affidavit. Furthermore, Mr. Bluteau had decided, in mid-December 2018, to never set 

the foot again in the more and more dysfunctional Ottawa Family Court.  

Document 253 – Mr. Bluteau’s May 19, 2022 affidavit. 

12- Mr. Ebokem and Mrs. Lendor invented a March 23, 2019 meeting between Mr. 

Bluteau, who seems to have been alone, and Mr. Ebokem, who was accompanied, in 

the May 5, 2022 version, by 5 Cameroonian community members, and, in the May 26, 

2022 version, by more than 5 Cameroonian community members.  

13- Mr. Ebokem I said, on October 22, 2019, that there was one meeting on April 12, 2019, 

in his affidavit to support his first Motion to get Mr. Bluteau off the record. The 

existence of the April 12, 2019 meeting is uncontroverted.  
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14- Mr. Ebokem II did not made any reference, in his January 27, 2019 affidavit, to the 

meeting Mrs. Chartrand had, on March 23, 2019, with Mr. Ebokem with respect to 

moneys which should be put into a trust account for the children, according to Mrs. 

Chartrand. 

15- Mr. Ebokem III said, on May 5, 2022 and Mr. Ebokem IV said, on May 26, 2022, that 

there was one meeting on or around March 23, 2019, in his affidavits to support his 

second Motion to get Mr. Bluteau off the record. 

16- Mr. Bluteau says that the meeting took place on or about April 12, 2019. 

17- Mr. Bluteau is said to have been the witness of both the March 23, 2019 meeting, 

according to Mr. Ebokem III and IV-, and the April 12, 2019 meeting, according to Mr. 

Ebokem I.  Mr. Ebokem I corroborates Mr. Bluteau that there was only one meeting, 

namely on April 12, 2019 meeting.  

18- The meeting took place, therefore, on April 12, 2019, and not, on or around March 23, 

2019.  

19- At Paragraph 7 of his May 5, 2022 affidavit, Mr. Ebokem III described the March 23, 

2019 meeting in these words: 

Shortly after Miranda’s passing, Ms. Chartrand told me that her common law 
spous, Mr. Bludeau would provide me with legal advice and help me navigate the 

legal challenges, should Miranda Tabi’s pass away. Then they invited me to their 

house, an invitation which I accepted to attend their home with five (5) community 

members. When I went to their home, on approximately March 23, 2019, I 

provided Mr. Bluteau with my file of legal documents and insurance policies. Once 
he reviewed the file, Mr. Bluteau then told us that since his partner’s name (Ms. 

Chartrand) is on one of the documents, then he will work for her, not me. Then 

the community members who were there with me raised the issue that there was 

a conflict of interest. The community members and I believe that he cannot review 
my file, then use the information he got to work against me. 

 
Document 9- Mr. Ebokem’s May 5, 2022 affidavit 
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20- According to Mr. Ebokem’s May 5, 2022 story, Mr. Bluteau could not have been 

working for Ebokem before March 23, 2019. On that day, he refused to work for Mr. 

Ebokem. March 23, 2019 marked the end of their short-lived professional relationship 

and their personal relationship. 

21- A meeting was held on April 12, 2019 and a conflict of interest was raised in the 

meeting and Mr. Bluteau did not meet Mr. Ebokem again. If a conflict of interest had 

been raised in the March 23, 2019 meeting, as said by Mr. Ebokem III and IV, Mr. 

Bluteau would not have met Mr. Ebokem again, on April 12, 2019.  

22- Mr. Ebokem is referring to Miranda Tabi’s documents and insurance policies, not to 

his own legal documents and insurance policies. In fact, he can only be referring to 

legal documents and insurance policies described in Exhibit “C” attached to his 

October 22, 2019 affidavit. 

23- Mr. Ebokem III and Mr. Ebokem IV did not mention that Mrs. Chartrand’s name was 

on what he calls, in his May 26, 2022 affidavit, the HOOPP pension plan or the Sun 

Life trust or both. 

24- Both Mr. Bluteau and Mr. Ebokem attended a real meeting, on Sunday March 24, 2019 

and there was no discussion or mention, of the fake March 23, 2019 meeting, by anyone 

of the more than 5 Cameroonian community members who attended the March 24, 

2019 meeting. 

25- If a meeting had been held on March 23, 2019, Mr. Bluteau would not have been 

accepted in the March 24, 2019 meeting. 
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26- On Saturday March 23, 2019, Mr. Ebokem was very busy attending 2 meetings: a real 

one at the TD Bank in the afternoon, without Mr. Bluteau, and a fake one, in the evening 

presumably, with Mr. Bluteau. 

27- Mr. Ebokem took time off his busy schedule, on Saturday April 23, 2019 – he had to 

find another funeral home - to send an email to Mrs. Chartrand inviting her to the 

funeral director meeting on the next day: 

Hi aunty Joan.  

 
The funeral home we signed  up the contract has been banned. Therefore our 

contract with them is voit and I  informed today. The good news is, we got another 

funeral home today  that accommodate us with all our needs. So the appointment 

to sign the contract is tomorrow at 1:30pm. It will be nice for you to be part of the 

contract signing.  
 

Thanks 

 

28- On March 23, 2019, a real meeting took place between Mr. Ebokem and not with Mr. 

Bluteau, but with Mrs. Chartrand, not at Mrs. Chartrand’s house, but at a TD Bank.  

29- The meeting was not about HOOPP, but about the donations expected to be received 

from the community in trust for the minor children. 

30- Mr. Ebokem’s invented meeting took place, on March 23, 2019, two days before the 

HOOPP March 22, 2019 letter informing Mrs. Chartrand that she was the named 

beneficiary of Miranda Tabi’s pension was put into Miranda’s mail box. March 22, 

2019 was a Friday and the letter was mailed from Toronto. 

Document 208- Incomplete copy of HOOPP’s March 22, 2019 letter to Mrs. 

Chartrand 

31- Mr. Ebokem was rather prescient, during this Saturday March 23, 2019 meeting: he 

knew that there was something in the mail, the HOOPP March 22, 2019 letter. 

32- Paragraph 5 of Mr. Ebokem’s May 26, 2022 affidavit reads in part: 
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He (Mr. Bluteau) confirmed that he reviewed my documents on April 12, 2019, at 

the residence he shares with the Applicant. Mr. Bluteau took a copy of my 
documents without my knowledge or consent, and which he is now trying to use 

against me. For example, he took copy of the HOOP pension plan for my deceased 

spouse Miranda Tabi, and he is now suing me for that policy. 

 

33- This is not what happened on April 12, 2019, during the family meeting according to 

Mr. Ebokem I and Mr. Bluteau. 

34- It is impossible to steal, on March 23, 2019, a document, the so-called HOOPP pension 

plan, which has not been received yet. 

35- Mr. Ebokem’s October 22, 2019 affidavit shows that two meetings were held after 

Miranda Tabi’s funerals, after April 6, 2019. The first meeting took place on April 7, 

2019, a Sunday. 
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36- Mr. Bluteau did not attend this procedural meeting, contrary to what Mr. Ebokem is 

saying. In his March 4, 2020 affidavit, Mr. Bluteau wrote: 

Paragraphs 23-25 

 

1- These paragraphs are false. 

 

2- I was not involved in that meeting. When I got down from my bedroom, the meeting 
was over. They had already agreed that Ebokem should provide information on 

Miranda Tabi’s papers, and they were discussing the deadline 

. 

3- I just thought this was a very simple task and a short deadline should be OK. So I 

told Jacob. 

 
4- According to Joan Chartrand, who attended the meeting, Ebokem is ascribing to me 

words said in the meeting by Brother Louis. 

 

5- I believed then, and still believe, that Ebokem wanted time for destroying documents 

and emails. 

 
Document 15 – Mr. Bluteau’s March 4, 2019 affidavit 

 

Document 118 – Mr. Bluteau’s March 4, 2019 affidavit - jurat 
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37- Mr. Ebokem said that he had, of course, been there, at Mrs. Chartrand’s house, before. 

Mr. Bluteau was working downtown until the end of January 2019 and does not know 

whether Mr. Ebokem had been at Mrs. Chartrand during the day until the end of January 

2019. The only times Mr. Bluteau saw Mr. Ebokem at Mrs. Chartrand’s house was on 

March 10, 2019 and on March 28, 2019 and during the April 7, 2019 meeting as well 

as during the April 12, 2019 meeting.  

38- There are witnesses to the subsequent meeting, to the meeting held on April 12, 2019, 

other than Mr. Bluteau, Mr. Beryl Tabi or Mrs. Chartrand. There are emails about this 

meeting. This was an important meeting. 

39- There are copies of a computer-dated report on Miranda Tabi’s assets and liabilities 

which were given to the persons attending the April 12, 2019 meeting. See at the bottom 

of the page on the left. 

 

Document 18 – Mr. Ebokem’s October 22, 2019 affidavit – Exhibit G 
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40- For Mr. Ebokem, there were 2 meetings, one on April 7, 2019, a Sunday, before Mass, 

a procedural meeting, and a second one, on April 12, 2019, a Friday, around 7.00 pm., 

a substantive meeting. 

41- The meetings which have occurred between March 10, 2019 and April 12, 2019 are the 

following. 

42- A conversation between Mr. Ebokem, Mrs. Chartrand and Mr. Bluteau, on March 10, 

2019. The date and place were not mentioned by Mr. Ebokem, in his October 22, 2019 

affidavit.  

43- A group meeting with the first funeral director, the Sunday after March 14, 2019. Mr. 

Bluteau attended that meeting.  

44- A meeting, on March 23, 2019, between Mr. Ebokem and Mrs. Chartrand at a TD Bank 

branch, in the morning. Johanes Tabi attended part of this meeting. 

45- A group meeting with the second funeral director, on March 24, 2019., in early 

afternoon. This meeting was not mentioned in Mr. Ebokem’s October 22, 2019 

affidavit. Mr. Bluteau attended this meeting.  

46- In case the reader is wondering about a second funeral director, the first funeral home 

got its licence suspended until a refrigerator problem was fixed.  

47- A small meeting at the end of March 2019, probably on March 28, 2019, between Mr. 

Ebokem, a friend of Miranda Tabi and Mrs. Chartrand, at her house. A number of 

documents, including HOOPP documents, were copied by Miranda’s friend and Mrs. 

Chartrand, with no objection from Mr. Ebokem. This meeting is not mentioned in Mr. 

Ebokem’s affidavit. Mr. Bluteau saw Mr. Ebokem during that meeting.  
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48- A family meeting at Mrs. Chartrand’s house on April 7, 2019. Mr. Bluteau did not 

attend this meeting.  

49- A small meeting with Mr. Jacob Ekwa and Mrs. Chartrand, at her house, a few days 

before the April 11, 2019 meeting. Mr. Bluteau learned from Mr. Jacob Ekwa the way 

Mr. Ebokem had got the Toyota license plates renewed illegally online. Mr. Ekwa’s 

wife told the same thing to Mrs. Chartrand, a few days later. 

50- An enlarged family meeting at Mrs. Chartrand’s house on April 12, 2019. Mr. Bluteau 

intervened twice – against Mr. Ebokem - during this meeting.  

51- In none of these meetings confidential information could have been conveyed by 

Ebokem for the simple reasons that there were other recipients of the information at 

every one of these events and that Ebokem wanted to convey the information to the 

persons attending the meeting. In any event, the information on Miranda’s estate did 

not belong to Mr. Ebokem and was not intended to be confidential.  

52- Mr. Bluteau wrote three emails between March 23, 2019 and April 15, 2019. There is 

one mention of a meeting between him and Mr. Ebokem a few days before April 15, 

2019. 

53- There was no mention of the March 23, 2019 fake meeting in Mr. Ebokem’s October 

22, 2019 affidavit. 

54- Mr. Bluteau agrees that a meeting was held on April 12, 2019, which is the exact date 

of the meeting. He agrees also that a copy of an April 12, 2019 computer-dated report 

on Miranda’s Assets and Liabilities was given to the persons attending the meeting.  

55- The express purpose of the April 12, 2019 family meeting was to inform the family 

members of the documents related to Miranda Tabi’s estate through a report prepared 
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by Mr. Jacob Ekwa Duala-Ekoko on the basis of the documents Mr. Ebokem had been 

hoarding and hiding until then. 

56- Mr. Ebokem had secretly applied for the HOOPP pension, the day before the April 12, 

2019 meeting. 

57- Mr. Ebokem disclosed to her, on April 12, 2019, an incomplete copy of HOOPP March 

22, 2019 letter, which was addressed to Mrs. Chartrand. 

58- This letter is what Mr. Ebokem calls the HOOPP pension plan at Paragraph 5 of his 

May 26, 2022 affidavit. Mr. Ebokem would have destroyed the proof of his con job if 

had not forgotten to pick it up at the time of the meeting.  

59- The copy of the HOOPP March 22, 2019 letter circulated to the persons attending the 

April 12, 2019 meeting was different from the letter sent by HOOPP in two respects. 

A handwritten note on the back of the last page of the letter circulated at the meeting 

was grossly misstating the value of the pension and Page 2 of the letter was missing. 
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Document 18- Mr. Ebokem’s October 22, 2019 affidavit – Exhibit G 

 

60- In his October 22, 2019 affidavit, Mr. Ebokem described the family meeting which 

took place on April 12, 2019, not on April 11, 2019. 
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61- Mr. Bluteau’s March 4, 2020 affidavit described what really happened during the April 

12, 2019 meeting. Both Mr, Ebokem and Mr, Bluteau agree that a meeting took place. 

  

Paragraph 27 
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374-    This paragraph is false. This meeting was not convened by me, but agreed by him, 

on April 7, 2019, and Joan Chartrand. I was clearly not Ebokem’s lawyer at that 
meeting, which took place before my April 15, 2019 email, that is on April 12, 2019. 

 

375- There was no room for me in the living room, because of Andrew, and I went to the 

living room twice, one time to accuse Ebokem of theft and the second time to say 

what Ebokem says I said. 

 
376- No document was provided to me. The documents were provided to Joan Chartrand. 

 

Paragraph 28 

377- This is in substance what I said, for the first time, because I was not giving him any 

legal advice before.  

 

378- I had also accused him of theft earlier in the meeting. I had learned from the RBC 
documents handed out by Ebokem to the people attending the meeting that he had 

transferred $2,000 from Miranda Tabi’s RCB account to his personal account the 

day Miranda Tabi died and another $2,000 the following day. 

 

379- From what I know now, I deduced that he used that money to pay the $3,000 

retainer for his uncontested divorce and that he used the funeral insurance money 
to pay the retainer for the custody and guardianship application. 

 

Paragraph 29 

 

380- This paragraph is false.  
 

381- This paragraph has to be read with Paragraph 32. Both paragraphs are referring to 

my April 15, 2019 email. 

 

382- I already knew, since April 2, 2019, all the information specifically related to Joan 

Chartrand. 
 

383- Someone had told Joan Chartrand in the last days of March 2019 about what she 

had learned from Ebokem, 

 

384- The Statement of Claim only deals with two matters: the HOOPP pension and the 
Sun Life insurance.  

 

385- Ebokem and the people supporting him were not seeking legal advice from me. They 

had their own entrenched and wrong opinions on everything legal relating to the 

estate. 

 
386- They wanted three interrelated things: a- to agree with them on their misconceived 

opinion on the administration of Miranda Tabi’s estate ; b- to get me to ask the 

court for free to appoint Ebokem as administrator of Miranda Tabi’s estate ; and c- 

to side with them against Joan Chartrand with respect to the HOOPP pension and 

the Sun Life insurance.  
 

387- A chimera.  
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388- During the meeting, Ebokem and his team were trying to coerce Joan Chartrand to 

give the money entrusted to her by Miranda Tabi to Ebokem and to give up her 
HOOPP pension. 

 

389- They misrepresented the HOOPP amount involved.   

 

390- Joan Chartrand was ambivalent on both requests. She still trusted Ebokem then. I 

didn’t. 
 

391- When I realized what was happening, I told Joan Chartrand what I thought and that 

I would like to intervene. She agreed. 

 

392- To use Ebokem’s words, I indicated that whatever items listed Joan’s name as a 
beneficiary belonged to her and that anything with Joan’s name on it could not go to 

him. I did not mention the children.  

 

393- Ebokem accused me then of being in a conflict of interests because of Joan 

Chartrand. This was not a conflict, but a convergence, of interests.  

 
394- I told the meeting that I will continue to help Joan Chartrand. The meeting ended. 

Most people left without eating the food prepared for them. God riddance! 

 

395- I had a short conversation with Ebokem after the meeting. In a nutshell, he asked 

me to reconsider my position. I tried to convince him to go to Ontario Works. As a 
single father with three children, he would get more than enough money to live a 

decent life. He told me that he will apply for assistance the next week. This was the 

last time we talked with each other.  

 

Paragraph 30 

396- This paragraph is false and not relevant. 

 

397- HOOPP knew of Miranda Tabi’s death by March 22, 2019.  

 

398- I have no idea of what the other documents could be: Joan Chartrand was the 
named beneficiary of the HOOPP pension plan. She needed no other documents. 

 

399- Ebokem had filed the day before the April 12, 2019 meeting a claim for the HOOPP 

pension.  

 
400- The assistance requested from Donna was asked by Sun Life insurance for the life 

insurance of which Joan Chartrand had been named trustee by Miranda Tabi. 

 

Paragraph 31  

 

401- On April 15, 2019, I sent an email to Ebokem and copied it to Joan Chartrand.   See 
Exhibit ``D-1``. The email reads: 

 

Dear Ben: 

   

Some of the people at the meeting said that there was a conflict of interest insofar as 
I was concerned. 

 

I am not going to comment on this. 
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I won’t be involved in this matter. You and the other participants should seek advice 

and assistance elsewhere. 
 

I will continue to advise Joan. 

 

Best regards. 

 

André Bluteau  
 

402- The email by itself was innocuous. Having it copied word-for-word in his affidavit, 

Ebokem would have proved that I had not been his lawyer, particularly if he had 

mentioned my April 25, 2019 email in the affidavit. 

  
403- My April 15, 2019 email had to be mentioned to buttress the specious argument 

made in Paragraphs 33 of his affidavit that I had been his lawyer in March and April 

2019, using an April 22, 2019 text message from Joan Chartrand. 

 

404- Paragraph 31 of Ebokem’s affidavit reads: 

 
Then, on April 15th, André sent an email to me and Joan (her email address is…). A 

copy of that correspondence is attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit “D”. 

 

405- There was no correspondence between Ebokem and me. 

 
406- I had sent Ebokem an email earlier, on March 25, 2019, which email is not 

mentioned in his affidavit. The email found its way in Exhibit “F” to Allen-

Macartney’s affidavit, by mistake.  

 

407- The objective of the lawyers for Ebokem was to proceed ex parte, as one can see, 

inter alia, from the conclusions of their misnamed procedural motion.  

 
408- Since they knew the falsity of Ebokem’s affidavit on every material issue, 

particularly the one discussed here, Mr. Griffiths and Mr. Glass were at high risk of 

violating the strict meaning of Rule 5.1.1 of the Rules of Professional Conduct.  

 

409- Rule 5.1.1 Commentary 
 

[6] When opposing interests are not represented, for example, in without notice or 

uncontested matters or in other situations in which the full proof and argument 

inherent in the adversarial system cannot be achieved, the lawyer must take 

particular care to be accurate, candid and comprehensive in presenting the client's 

case so as to ensure that the tribunal is not misled. 
 

410- They did in fact violate the spirit of the Rule. This was a situation in which the full 

proof and argument inherent in the adversarial system could not be and was not 

achieved, partly due to my illness and mostly to their fraud. 

 
Paragraph 32 

 

411- In Paragraph 32, Ebokem, and Mr. Glass completely misrepresented what I had said 

in my email, on his way to his conclusion in Paragraph 33. Paragraph 32 reads: 

 

Contrary to André’s assertion in that email, where he suggests that it was only other 
people at the meeting who raised the issue of a conflict, I can confirm that André 

specifically told me that he was in a conflict given the circumstances and the 
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information that he had received from me directly. In any event, André noted in his 

own email that he ``wouldn’t be involved any longer in this matter.  
 

412- This paragraph is false.  

 

413- One woman had accused Joan Chartrand during the April 11, 2019 meeting of 

having an agenda. I was in the kitchen area when this occurred. Joan Chartrand 

told me about it and I believe her. 
 

414- Ebokem did accuse me of being in a conflict of interests because I was working for 

Joan Chartrand. This was utter nonsense for me. My only alternative in this matter 

was to help Joan Chartrand or to do nothing in this file. Only imbeciles would 

believe that I would ever consider doing something else, namely helping someone 
against Joan Chartrand’s interests 

 

415- I never thought, said or written that I was in a conflict of interests in that matter.  

 

Paragraph 33 

 
416- Here comes the specious argument drawn from Paragraph 31, from my April 15, 

2019 email 

. 

417- Paragraph 33 reads: 

 
April 22, 2019, Joan sent me a text message that had been sent first to Evelyn 

Musonge. In the message, Joan confirms that André had been providing legal 

assistance to me in managing the estate and move things forward and that I would 

now have to seek legal assistance elsewhere. Attached to my Affidavit as Exhibit 

``E`` is a copy of that text message. 

 
418- Evelyn is the woman who accused Joan Chartrand of having an agenda. On the 

main sofa, against the wall, three people were sitting:  Ebokem in the middle, at his 

left Evelyn and at his right Jacob. I could not see them from where I was sitting, in 

the kitchen-and-breakfast area. I had to get into the living room, in fact about three 

meters across and diagonally from Ebokem, to say anything. 
 

419- The main problem with this argument, made on April 12, 2019, is precisely the fact 

that it was made on April 12, 2019. 

 

420- On April 12, 2019, Ebokem’s marriage was known to everyone attending this 

meeting.  
 

421- On April 12, 2019, every other item of alleged confidential information was 

mentioned in Exhibit ``C``, which was handed out to everyone attending the 

meeting, along with Miranda Tabi’s RCB bank statements for the preceding months 

and an annotated copy of the March 22, 2019 HOOPP letter to Joan Chartrand. See 
Exhibits ``A `, ``E-1``, and ``I `. 

 

422- The first thing a lawyer does is to check for conflicts. 

 

423- In my view, there was a clear conflict of interests which prevented me to represent 

Ebokem and to tell him about the nature of the conflict. 
 

424- I did not hear from Ebokem after the April 12, 2019 meeting. 
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425- Joan Chartrand has nothing to do with my law practice. I did not know about her 

April 22, 2019 text until I read Ebokem’s affidavit.  
 

Paragraph 34 

 

426- This paragraph is false. 

 

427- Joan Chartrand, not Ebokem, asked me about the contract. A detail had to be 
corrected. I was sitting far from Ebokem, at the end of the conference table on the 

same side as Ebokem.  

 

428- Joan Chartrand had in front of her Miranda Tabi’s passport. I read it. The photos 

taken then of two pages of the passport are found in Exhibit “E”. They also show 
where I was sitting.  

 

429- The passport was issued on August 2, 2016 and Miranda Tabi had named Joan 

Chartrand, and not Ebokem, as the person to contact in case of emergency. Odd for 

a spouse, I thought. 

 
430- Ebokem did not send HOOPP a copy of these two pages.   

 

62- According to Mr. Ebokem II, on May 5, 2022, there was a meeting with Mr. Bluteau 

on or around March 23, 2019, before Miranda Tabi’s funerals, during which Mr. 

Bluteau would have obtained the same documents which would have been received by 

him during the April 12, 2019 meeting, according to Mr. Ebokem I, on October 22, 

2019. 

63- There was no meeting between Mr. Bluteau and Mr. Ebokem with his 5 or more 

imaginary acolytes during which Mr. Bluteau stole a document which had not been 

received yet by Mr. Ebokem.  

64- Mrs. Lendor, who represented Mr. Ebokem from mid-March 2019 to October 2019 

knew that there was no meeting on or around March 23, 2019 and she, nevertheless, 

commissioned Mr. Ebokem’s false May 5, 2022 affidavit and his false May 26, 2022 

affidavit. 

65- She submitted the three 2022 affidavits to the court, knowing that they were false. She 

violated Section 139 (2) of the Criminal Code. 

66- Mrs. Lendor is a party to Mr. Ebokem’s perjuries.  


